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BOULEVARD ONE DESIGN REVIEW COMMITTEE  

February 16, 2017  
 
 
Attendees 
Committee:  Jamie Fogle, Monty Force, Steve Lane, Carla McConnell, Chuck Woodward and Kevin 

Yoshida 
Bello: Dawn Burnley, Jeff Grazi, Marti Grazi, Audree Grubesic, Daniel Hambrick, Jason Hansen  
Alpert: Michael Alpert, David Bloom, Luke Gordon, James Pigeon, Dee Tickle 
Public: 0 
 
The meeting convened at 8:00 a.m.   
 

• Minutes Approval (2/2/17) 

A motion made by Carla McConnell and seconded by Steve Lane was passed to approve the minutes of the 
February 2nd BDRC meeting as presented. 
 

• Bello 
Archer Place - Custom Lot 13 
Schematic 

Applicant:  
o A big concern at the last review was the use of front outdoor space and the pedestrian realm so the house 

was lowered to eliminate the number of steps to the front entry, which also impacted the size of the front 
porch and the large window for the lower level.  A low wall now delineates the porch with more usable 
space and the addition of rails at lower window. 

o Side lights with frosted glass were added at the front entry (the client is not agreeable with having them) 
o Maximizing the house to the limits of the setbacks was discussed at the previous review.  The clients have 

specified that they want a designated square footage in a ranch style, so the architect is trying to meet 
those desires. 

o The metal awning over the front entry blends itself with the horizontal lines of the front rail and other 
elements around the house. 

o The roof forms have been simplified. 
o The back patio is smaller to better accommodate the drainage swale. 
o Fascia height has been reduced. 
o The combination and blending of brick and stone is still being worked on.  

Committee: 
o  

The “gift to the street” needs to be worked on.  It just doesn’t have a welcoming hello to the pedestrian 
realm and greeting to the street.  There is extreme crowding of all setbacks.  Consider small reduction of 
house SF to increase the setbacks. 

o The 3’ side setbacks are to allow flexibility to the design.  However, this design creates external issues 
with elements being within the setback, such as the window wells.  This also creates a potential problem 
with proper drainage (room for side swale to direct drainage around the well).  

o The side elevations are not as important as the front, but there are still neighbors to be addressed in the 
design of the side elevations. 

o The new more balanced roof line is good. 
o The metal awning has too much of a commercial feel that doesn’t enhance the overall house design. 
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o Colored elevations will be helpful for a better perspective of what is happening and how the overall design 
is coming together. 

o Landscaping is an important element so the conceptual ideas need to be brought forward at the next review 
and can help with the welcoming feel requested for the public realm. 

Schematic review will be continued at a future meeting. 
 

• Alpert 
Archer Place - Custom Lot 5 
Pre-Design 
 

Applicant 
o This is a new (replacement) design for this lot with a smaller footprint at 2700 SF of finished space above 

grade. 
o Materials will be brick on the 1st level, stucco on the 2nd level with metal, wood and stone accents 
o A patio and balcony are featured elements on the front facing the park. 
o Front corner decorative/support column for balcony would be wrapped in stone. 

Committee: 
o Overall massing is pleasant and nicely proportioned. 
o Question if the addition of a 4th material element is necessary unless it will tie into the landscaping.  Like 

the column but it seems to distract by drawing the eye away from the main part of the house.  Is there a 
way to bring more balance? 

o The vertical railing seems to be more of suburban design and doesn’t lend to the urban appeal of 
Boulevard One. 

o Be aware and work on the scale of the forehead of the garage opening and using the garage door as an 
important design element. 

o Give more development to the public realm and the presentation to the street.  Suggest a low wall around 
the front patio for some distinction of the private realm. 

The pre-design review was acknowledged by the committee and the Applicant expressed a desire to be on the March 2nd 
agenda for Schematic review. 
 
Adjournment was at 9:15 a.m. 
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